Welcome to STORTRÄFFEN VT20

Arena for networking, knowledge exchange and influence on current and future education

KTH:s terminvisa skol- och funktionsövergripande arena för nätverkande, kunskapsöverföring och påverkan av utbildningsfrågor

Convenor: Leif Kari, Vice President for Education
Responsible organizers: Viggo Kann and Anna-Karin Högfeldt

- Introductions 12.30-13.30 will be in English. You will be able to choose discussions in English/Swedish
- Plenary sessions are recorded
It’s crowded – and we’re quite proud of it

Started in 2016 by Prodekanus Per Berglund and many other who are here today.
Linking together earlier arenas, networks, PriU groups, schools, functions and THS.

We build this together. Ideas are tested with peers. Topic leaders bring ideas forward. Feedback and strategies suggested continuously.
Storträffen 12 May 2020 schedule


Sigbritt Karlsson, President of KTH; Mikael Östling, Deputy President; Anna Wahl, Vice President for Gender equality and values; Stefan Östlund
Vice President for Global relations and overall international cooperations; Sofia Ritzén, Vice Dean of Faculty; Anders Forsgren, Dean of Faculty

Magnus Andersson: The pedagogic survey to KTH teachers 2019; Stefan Stenbom: KTH's transfer to online education due to Covid-19


• 13.30 Pitchning av bord (will be recorded). Modereras av Viggo och Anna-Karin

• Tema och länkar i schemat i programmet

• 14.00 Runda 1

• 14.30 Runda 2

• 15.00-15.15 Gemensam fika i huvudrummet i zoom

• 15.15 Runda 3

• 15.45 Återrapportering och avslutning
200 in the room(s) – let’s help out to make it work

- **Support during Storträffen** (these details are found in the program too)
  - Technical questions regarding Zoom – contact the IT-support, [it-support@kth.se](mailto:it-support@kth.se) or call: 08-790 6600
  - Schedule and content: Margareta Bergman, [margberg@kth.se](mailto:margberg@kth.se) or call: 070-5119715
  - Questions regarding access to the Zoom rooms or other questions– please contact Madeleine Tucker Smith, [mtucker@kth.se](mailto:mtucker@kth.se) or call: 073-7652075

- The group discussions are not being recorded. Only plenary speeches and the intro and summaries by table leaders.

- No discussions in the plenary sessions, except the shared coffee break and at the end of the day after the final speeches.

- Be nice in the comments/discussions/chats

- Timekeeping:
  - Bell rings 1 time = time is almost up
  - Bell rings 3 times = time is up (and it is)
• Institutional review of the HEIs’ quality assurance processes

• From observation report, March 2020, about KTH:
  
  • ”The institution works systematically to increase the commitment, where the faculty assembly, storträffarna, PriU groups and several other networks are means to increase commitment and participation.”

  • ”At the site visits there were several persons who argued that the university has a big organization and it’s difficult to reach out and create commitment among all. The assessment group is aware of the difficulties and argues that there is evidence that there are systematic efforts to reach out (…). Not the least, the storträffar has developed well and has become an important arena for communication”

Reflections from KTH management (3-5 mins each)

• Sigbritt Karlsson
  President of KTH

• Mikael Östling
  Deputy President, Responsible for strategic partnerships and research infrastructure

• Anna Wahl
  Vice President for Gender equality and values

• Stefan Östlund
  Vice President for Global relations and overall international cooperations

• Sofia Ritzén
  Vice Dean of Faculty
  Responsible for the quality of research and education
  - Vice-Chair of the Council of Education

• Anders Forsgren
  Dean of Faculty
  Responsible for the quality of research and education
  - Chair of the Faculty Council

Special speakers for Storträffen VT20:

• Magnus Andersson: The pedagogic survey to KTH teachers 2019 (3-5 mins)
• Stefan Stenbom: KTH’s transfer to online education due to Covid-19 (15 mins)
Paus! Vi startar bordsledarnas pitchar kl.13.30!
Uppföljning

Alla deltagare uppmuntras att fylla i enkäten: https://forms.gle/1RSp5rSPSKSBpPFt8

Enkäten har både frågor om storträffen och om hur vi/KTH ska gå vidare.

Alla bordsledare, Leif Kari och storträffskommittén kommer att ha ett uppföljningsmöte i augusti och diskutera hur diskussionerna ska tas vidare samt hur storträffen den 3 december 2020 ska utformas.
Welcome to our own pedagogical conference 10 March 2021!

The main theme of the 2021 conference is Learning Spaces: the physical, virtual and social rooms or arenas for learning that you and/or others have created, and that you would like to share with colleagues.

Abstract submission

www.kth.se/sotl
Stort tack till er alla för denna gång!

Nu stänger vi av inspelningen och öppnar för fri diskussion med handuppräckning! Klicka på ’participants’. Längst ned i deltagarlistan kan du klicka på ’raise hand’.